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The course looks at the language of colour as a tool for social and political interaction within the urban and 
architectural context. We will discuss both the historical colour strategies and contemporary projects. From 
ancient Rome to Bauhaus to Memphis to now. 
 
This will open up avenues of individual student’s research. 
The research part will be accompanied by practical workshop sessions where we will test the effects of 
painted/pigmented surfaces in relation to 3D space. Each student will make a 1:1 colour 
installation/intervention.  This course will empower students to successfully use colour in their design work. 
 
 
Antoni Malinowski (www.AntoniMalinowski.co.uk) is an artist who works with pigment, light, movement and 
time investigating the dynamic relationship that exists between pictorial and architectural spaces. Since 2002 
Antoni has been researching the dynamics of colour/space interactions with the AA students. In 2012 he 
initiated Saturated Space research cluster www.saturatedspace.org. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
WEEKLY SESSIONS 
 
Session 1: Wednesday 7th October/13th January 
Presentation: Introduction to colour as a physical phenomenon. 
Brief talk about pigments, the microstructure of colour.  
Colour interaction – Joseph Albers, his work and his book. 
We will start thinking colour in space – from 2D to 3D. 
Short talk about the 2D colour exercise.  
Short practical workshop - showing how to apply paint to 2D surfaces. 
 
Session 2: Wednesday 14th October/20th January 
Presentation: Historical strategies of using colour in architecture as a political tool – we will look at Medieval 
and Renaissance Venice but also at the prescribed use of colour in other ancient civilisations. 
Short presentation about use of colour in Indian architecture. 
Short talk about the different possibilities of individual student’s research into their own cultures/environments.  
Reviewing and editing the colour exercise work. 
 
Session 3: Wednesday 21st October/27th January 
Presentation: We will look at and analyse the use of colour in modern/contemporary art and architecture. From 
Bauhaus to Memphis to now. 
Pre-recorded conversation with Studio TAM architects about the healing aspect of colour – how can we 
influence rudimentary architectural spaces such as schools, hospitals or refugee camps with a better use of 
colour (pioneering work of TAM architects in Afghanistan and Sudan). 
Short student’s own presentations about their individual colour research – short discussion. 
 
Session 4: Wednesday 28th October/3rd February 
Presentation: Meeting with Adam Nathaniel Furman, co-director of Saturated Space. 
Talk about contemporary cutting-edge colour strategies. 
Reviewing student’s individual colour research/tutorials. 
Short practical workshop – preparing the materials for 1:1 colour interventions in architecture. 
 
OPEN WEEK 
 
Session 5: Wednesday 11th November/17th February 
Presentation: Short presentation about a couple of London colour projects in architecture. 
Zoom “meeting” on Bedford Square – looking and mapping the colours of London.  
Setting up the colour mapping project. 
Further talk about individual student’s colour research and planned colour interventions. 
 
Session 6: Wednesday 18th November/24th February 
Presentation: Different strategies of colour interventions in architecture.  
Pre-recorded conversation with Johanna Grawunder – the architect/designer working with colour. 
Reviewing student’s own colour mapping/tutorials. 
Planning the colour interventions in architectural/urban space.  
 
Session 7: Wednesday 25th November/3rd March 
Student’s own short presentations about their colour interventions in architecture. Tutorials. Discussion.  
 
Session 8: Wednesday 2nd December/10th March  
- // AA MEDIA JURY DAY 
Final Jury presentation 



 
Submission requirements: 
Every week students will show their completed colour exercises and/or make short presentations about their 
own colour research.  
The final 1:1 individual colour intervention will have to be well documented – good photographs and a short 
video. Plus a short written statement about the colour research and the colour intervention. 
 
Reading list: 
Joseph Albers - Interaction of Color  
Jean-Philippe Lenclos, Dominique Lenclos – Colors of the World 
Paul Hills – Venetian Colour 
Kerstin Schultz, Hedwig Wiedemann-Tokarz, Eva Maria Herrmann – Thinking Color in Space 
Fiona McLachlan – Colour Strategies in Architecture 
Saturated Space blog – www.saturatedspace.org 
 
 


